
How to Identify your Axle Type
and Axle Spacing Compatibility

With so many axle types on the market today, there can be confusion over knowing what type you need for your 
wheels. The below information will make it easier to identify what you need when choosing your axle and wheel 
configuration. This information is a guideline, so keep in mind that some bikes have unusual part combinations 
that are hard to predict. 

Using the following steps, you’ll observe some details on your bike and take a few measurements. The best tool 
to use for measuring is a digital caliper, but a measuring tape can work. Keep in mind that just about all bicycle 
parts are measured in metric, so dig out your old math book for conversions (Hint: 1 inch = 25.4mm). In some 
cases there are ways to tell what wheels you have without measuring.

1. Identify your Brake Type
First, check to see if your bike has rim brakes or disc brakes (see photo examples below). This is the most 
obvious and easily identifiable way to narrow down your wheel Axle Type. 
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Some different types of rim brakes include: caliper, cantilever, and v-brakes. If your bike has a rim brake then 
you will need Quick Release, or “QR” style wheels.  Do not choose wheels that are labeled Disc, 6-Bolt, or Cen-
ter Lock if you have rim brakes (as these are types of disc brakes).

2.  Quick Release or Thru Axle style? 
Next, observe how your wheels attach to your frame. If you un-thread a lever from the bike and there is no sep-
arate nut because it is built into the fork (or frame) it is most likely a Thru Axle. A Thru Axle’s diameter is larger 
than a QR and the hub’s endcaps have a flat face. (Image A) shows a Thru Axle with its skewer removed. 

Disc Brake Rim Brake
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Quick Releases have a much narrower rod axle (smaller than the diameter of a BIC pen) and usually have a     
lever on one end and a nut on the other with two springs in between. (Image B) shows a Thru Axle skewer and a 
Quick Release skewer alongside a BIC pen for size comparison.

THRU AXLE

QR SKEWER

BIC PEN
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3.  Examine / Measure your Hubs 
If you already have a set of wheels on your bike, you can use them to help determine what set of Astral wheels  
are right for you. If you’ve already determined your wheels are Thru Axle, you will now need to determine the 
size of the Thru Axle. Remove the wheels from your bike, look at your hubs and measure the diameter of the 
endcaps (Image E and F) as well as the width of the hub from endcap to endcap (Image G). 

15mm Thru Axle:  
Outer edge of the endcap will 
measure 21mm in diameter, 
about the size of a US nickel 
(USD $0.05 pc).

12mm Thru Axle:          
Outer edge of the endcap 
will measure 19mm in 
diameter, about the size of a 
US penny (USD $0.01 pc).

E

F

G
Boost 15mm Thru Axle:               
Similar to 15mm Thru Axle, only 
wider. On a front Boost hub, the 
width from endcap to endcap mea-
sures 110mm. May also be labeled as 
“Boost” on or near the hub. 

At this point, you should have all the information needed to correctly identify your front wheel’s axle configura-
tion. Use the chart on the next page to determine which type corresponds to your bicycle.
 
Quick Hint: “Axle Spacing” in the following chart will correspond with your hub’s width measured from endcap 
to endcap (Image G).

Front QR Dropout Front Thru Axle Dropout

Examining your dropouts will also help you easily identify if your bike has Quick Release or Thru Axles.
Quick Release dropouts will have an open crescent shape where the wheel slides into the frame (Image C). Thru
Axles will have closed circular holes with threading on the inside of one of the openings (Image D). 

Quick Hint: Many bikes may have a Thru Axle front wheel and a Quick Release rear wheel. Be sure to check 
both your front and rear dropouts, as this is not uncommon.
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Axle Config. Type
Endcap Diameter
External / Internal

(Image C & D)

Axle Spacing 
(Image E) Identifying features & hints

9mm Quick Release 9mm / 5mm 100mm
The most common style. The rod diameter is 

smaller than a BIC pen.  See bottom skewer on 
Image B. 

12mm Thru Axle 19mm / 12mm 100mm

Similar to 15mm Thru axle but smaller diame-
ter.  The outer diameter of the endcap is about 

the size of a US penny (US $0.01 pc).  See 
Image F.

15mm Thru Axle 21mm / 15mm 100mm The outer diameter of the endcap  is very close 
to a US nickel (USD $0.05 pc). See Image E.

Boost 15mm Thru Axle 21mm / 15mm 110mm

Very similar to 15mm thru axle but wider. 
Look to see if the wheel or hub says “Boost” 
anywhere on it. Otherwise, you should mea-

sure it to be sure.

Lefty One-Sided - -

This is very distinctive.  If you have a disc 
brake Cannondale mountain bike, it is likely 

Lefty.  Other brands also use this fork. Check if 
your fork only has one side (the left side).

20mm Thru-Axle 24mm / 20mm 100mm
Large diameter endcaps similar to a US quar-

ter  (US $0.25 pc).  Unfortunately we don’t 
make wheels compatible with 20mm

Front Wheel Axle Configuration Chart
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Rear 130mm QR:                       
This example shows a common 
rear dropout used on road bikes 
with rim brakes. A metric tape 
measure is used here, showing 
13cm or 130mm measured from 
one inside edge to the other. 

Boost 15mm Thru Axle:           
This example shows the front fork 
of a frame with Boost Spacing. The 
space between the dropouts here 
measures 110mm. 

Measuring Correctly:                          
Be sure to measure from where 
your hub’s endcaps contact the 
frame. This image shows the       
inside edge of the rear dropout 
on a frame with Boost spacing 
with a correctly placed digital 
caliper.

Boost 148mm Thru Axle:       
Zoomed out view of the image to 
the left. The space between each of 
the dropouts measures 148mm.

4. Measure your Axle Spacing 
Because there are so many different types of axles on the market today, determining your rear hub spacing can be 
tricky. Use a tape measure or calipers to measure the distance between the two dropouts as shown in the images 
below. Measure from the inside edge of the frame where your hub’s endcaps would sit to the inside edge of the 
opposite dropout. You can also use this method to measure your front dropouts’ axle spacing (this is useful if 
you do not have any wheels to reference as seen in Step 3).
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Axle Config Type Axle Spacing Identifying features & hints

120mm Bolt On 120mm This is used for track and single speed bikes.  If your bike is single speed 
and bolt on, this is likely your width.

130mm Quick Release 130mm This is the most common style for road bikes.  If your bike is a road bike 
with rim brakes, it is almost certainly 130mm

135mm Quick Release 135mm
This is a common style for new road and gravel adventure disc brake 

bikes and  older mountain bikes or hybrids. To know for sure, you need to 
measure the width for 135mm.

135mm Thru Axle Thru Axle 135mm This is a very rare spec. Confirm your bike is Thru Axle and then measure 
the width to double check.

135mm SCS Thru Axle 135mm

This is only for Specialized bikes.  Specialized used this spec briefly in 
2015 - 2017 on some models.  You are not going to be able to easily mea-
sure this. First, identify if your bike is Quick Release or Thru Axle. Then 
Google your bike model and year and see if Specialized website says rear 

wheel is SCS.

135mm SCS Quick Release 135mm

This is only for Specialized bikes.  Specialized used this spec briefly in 
2015 - 2017 on some models.  You are not going to be able to easily mea-
sure this. First, identify if your bike is Quick Release or Thru Axle. Then 
Google your bike model and year and see if Specialized website says rear 

wheel is SCS.

142mm Thru Axle 142mm
This is a common spec on road disc brake, mountain bike, adventure/

gravel and even tandems. Confirm your bike is a thru axle and then mea-
sure the width.

145mm Quick Release 145mm This is the common spec on most tandems. Confirm your bike is QR. If it 
is a quick release and a tandem, this almost certainly your spec.

Boost 148mm Thru Axle 148mm Very similar to 142mm thru axle but wider. Look to see if the hub says 
“Boost” anywhere on it. Otherwise, you’ll want to measure it to be sure.

160mm Quick Release 160mm
This specification is for Santana tandems only. If you have a Santana it is 
160mm. If it is not Santana, it is not 160mm. Santana’s most commonly 

are set up that the front is rim brake and the rear is disc brake.

AI Asymmetric Thru Axle -

This specification is Cannondale only. The rim of the wheel is off cen-
ter relative to the hub by 6mm. This may be hard to see. If you have a 

Cannondale, first check if your bike is Quick Release or Thru Axle (check 
Boost too). Then Google your bike to see if it uses AI Asymmetric rear 

spacing

3. Identify any Special Cases 
Now that you’ve taken all the necessary measurements, you’re almost ready to select your Axle Configuration. 
First, take one last look at your bike to see if any of these special cases apply. These unique traits will help you 
identify if you have some of the lesser-used axle configurations.

Are your wheels bolt-on? Your rear axle spacing is likely 120mm

Does your fork only have one side? Your bike may utilize Cannondale’s “Lefty” fork

Is your bike a Specialized model from 2015-2017? Your bike may utilize SCS rear hub spacing

Is your bike a Santana tandem? Your bike uses a unique 160mm rear hub spacing

Still have questions? Contact us at info@astralcycling.com or give us a call. 
We’re happy to assist in helping you choose your proper axle configuration!

Rear Wheel Axle Configuration Chart


